Georgsplatz 1
Wennigser Mark

Directions: Wennigser Mark, Georgsplatz 1
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Navigation system
City

„Wennigsen“

„You have reached your destination“, when you
see this building:

If asked „Wennigser Mark“
for district
Street
„Zum Georgsplatz“,
„Georgsplatz“ oder
„Bierweg“
(recommended)
Attention The entry „Zum
Georgsplatz“ or
„Georgsplatz“ will lead
you through a dirt
road. Keep to the right
at the fork
Remark

Attention: When approaching from the north or the east navigation
systems will normally guide you via A2, to the exit Bad Nenndorf. You
should avoid this, because it takes about 30 min longer!
Hotels

Calenberger Hof

Wennigsen, Bahnhofstr. 11

Hotel am Deister

Egestorf, Wennigser Str. 81

Phone. +49 5103 1540
Fax: +49 5103 2344
www.calenbergerhof.de
Tel. +49 5105 58 83 90
Fax: +49 5105 58 83 927
www.hotel-am-deister.de

from Hannover
From Hannover via Ricklinger Kreisel or Deisterplatz direction to Hameln (B 217).
Exit Wennigsen / Weetzen direction to Wennigsen, but passing Wennigsen direction
to Barsinghausen.
In the middle of the next village, Wennigser Mark, to the left into Bierweg.
Follow the road until the end (via the wood and passing a prohibited sign), and you
will directly get to the building Georgsplatz 1

from the north via A 7
Direction to Kassel, 1st exit after interchange Hannover East (H- Anderten),
Südschnellweg direction to Hannover until the end (traffic circle), 1st exit and 300 m
until Ricklinger Kreisel, continue with direction to Hameln and follow the directions
“from Hannover”.

from the East via A 2
Approaching from the east, take the A 7 direction to Kassel from interchange
Hannover East and follow the directions “from the North”

from the South via A 7
Direction to Hamburg, exit Hildesheim: Direction to Elze / Hameln
Take a right after approx. 10 km and go with direction to Rössing
Continue straigh on with direction to Schulenburg / Springe, continue to Gestorf,
Take a right in the city and turn left with direction to Bennigsen / Wennigsen / B 217
in Bennigsen turn left with direction to Wennigsen / B217 / Bredenbeck
Pass through Bredenbeck and Argestorf towards Wennigsen
Pass through Wennigsen and follow directions to Barsinghausen
In the middle of the next village, Wennigser Mark, to the left into Bierweg.
Follow the road until the end (via the wood and passing a prohibited sign), and you
will directly get to the building Georgsplatz 1
from the West via A 2
Directoin to Berlin, exit Lauenau: Direction to Hameln
Take a left after approx. 3 km with direction to Nienstedt,
Turn left in Nienstedt with direction to Barsinghausen
Pass through the wood (winding road) and turn right at the end of the road (2nd traffic
light) in the next village (Egestorf) with direction to Wennigsen
In the middle of the next village, Wennigser Mark, to the right into Bierweg.
Follow the road until the end (via the wood and passing a prohibited sign), and you
will directly get to the building Georgsplatz 1

